Chevy ram jet

The Ram Jet blends the legendary torque and performance of the Big-Block with a modern port
fuel injection system and tunnel ram-style high-rise intake manifold. Supporting the unique
induction system is a robust bottom end with an all-forged rotating assembly and a smooth
hydraulic roller camshaft. The heads are high-flow aluminum oval-port parts from Chevrolet
Performance. Installation Instructions PDF. Warranty PDF. Products to Compare max of 3 X.
Add to Cart. Store Pickup Availability X. Lincoln, NE -. Select your vehicle to verify fitment.
Select a vehicle to verify fitment. Select Vehicle. Part Add to Buildlist. Click to Login. Crate
Engine Type:. Turn-Key Crate Engine. Engine Displacement:. Compression Ratio:. Maximum
RPM:. Camshaft Type:. Hydraulic Roller Tappet. Cylinder Head Material:. Piston Material:.
Forged Aluminum. Crankshaft Material:. Forged Steel. Camshaft Duration. Camshaft Lift in :.
Bore x Stroke in :. Distributor Included:. Connecting Rod Material:. Engine Balance:. Cylinder
Heads Included:. Throttle Body Included:. Water Pump Included:. Harmonic Balancer Included:.
Flexplate Included:. Camshaft Included:. Cylinder Heads:. Rocker Arm Ratio:. Cast iron with 4
bolt main caps. Part :. Info The Ram Jet blends the legendary torque and performance of the
Big-Block with a modern port fuel injection system and tunnel ram-style high-rise intake
manifold. Chevy Big-Block V8 engine displacement 4. Important Messages This product is
discontinued. Related Products. More Like This. View All Crate Engines. Write a Review. This
engine swap was the perfect fit for our week to wicked project. What's in a BluePrint Crate
Engine? There are a lot of options out there when you're ready for a replacement performance
crate engine. But if you compare the competition to BluePrint Engines, you'll find the value is
hard to beat. In this Tech Tip, a customer asked for some recommendations on water pumps for
his Chevy Coupe build. Learn how to identfy motors for your LS Swap. In this guide we cover
generation 4 small block engines and some of the cheaper options for more power. Chevelle to
a BluePrint Crate Engine. In this project, you will see how Jeff repaints a garage sale BluePrint
crate engine and learn the importance of preparing the engine for a successful restoration.
Trying to decide which power plant to use in your latest project? Here's a quick guide of
modern V8 engines for hot rodders to consider. You May Also Like. The fuel injected big block
from GM Performance is a sweet engine! The 11 inch manifold provides great throttle response.
Combine that instant punch with horsepower and lb-ft of torque and you have yourself a fire
breathing EFI monster! The Ram Jet is the perfect engine to fill up a large engine bay. The
intake manifold really stands tall and looks great in classic trucks and other massive engine
spaces. Most high rise intakes are just slightly shorter than this fuel injection manifold - it will fit
in most of the same spaces that any high rise intake was installed. Featuring a 4. The aluminum
heads are an oval-port intake design. They utilize 2. These heads are very efficient and flow well.
Hood clearance at the throttle body should be checked for interference. They are merely
suggestions of how you might enjoy your GM Performance Parts crate engine. Some
applications may affect engine warranty. See specific warranty information. Some applications
may not be emission legal; check state and local ordinances. About Us Contact Us Home. Part
Part Installation Notes The Ram Jet requires a volt power source and ground , coolant, exhaust
system, fuel feed and fuel return line to the fuel tank. An in-tank fuel pump is recommended.
Clutch linkage boss is cast into block, but must be drilled and tapped. When using cast iron
exhaust manifolds, lower head bolts may need to be replaced with bolts with shorter heads, for
clearance. For a safe, proper and trouble-free engine break-in, the MEFI 4 computer has a
"green" mode that controls rpm during the break-in period; from start-up to the end of the first
hour is rpm, the second hour is rpm and the third hour is rpm. OBD2 Scan Tools. OBD1 Molded
Cable. MEFI Scan MEFI 5 Tune. MEFI 5 Scan. MEFI 6 Scan. Slingshot Scan. Slingshot Tune.
Marine ECMs. Merc ECMs. ECM Repair. Ramjet Tuning. Vehicle Connectors. J Solutions. Injec
Timer. Extender Cables. Custom Cables. Shipping Info. Diagnostic Software. Instruction Sheets.
How To Use Video. ELM Data Sheet. Contact Us. Internet Forums. Our Competitors. Beyond
Scanning. The Ram Jet ECM's are locked with password protection from the factory, but we can
unlock the controller and change the stock factory calibration to suit your requirements. This is
not optimal for power or gas mileage. If you do not have the capability to do this or do not want
to purchase the full MEFIburn package, we can give you a best guess calibration based on your
inputs and our experience with other Ramjet setups. Obviously since we are not driving and
collecting data from your vehicle we can not guarantee any calibration or modifications we
make. We can modify any parameter in these controllers, but some of the more popular ones
are: Idle speed Fuel injector pulse width tables Spark advance tables Rev limits Eliminate limp
modes A few points to mention: There is no need to upgrade an older MEFI 3 based Ramjet
system to a MEFI 4A based system. The MEFI 3's are great controllers and will run fine with the
correct modifications to the calibration. The proper way to provide you with an accurate
calibration is if you collect data with a wide band O2 sensor setup and provide us that data.
Even without this information, we will provide our best estimates on what you may need to

improve drivability, based on your inputs. Call or email us with your specifics and we will give
you an accurate quote. This service is based on you mailing us your MEFI controller, us
modifying the calibration and reprogramming your Ramjet controller, and mailing it back to you.
Incorrectly changed parameters have the potential to cause damage to your engine or vehicle.
Please monitor the results to verify that changes made are what you wanted. Use modified
engine calibrations at your own risk! A cast-iron engine block is matched with a durable rotating
assembly that delivers a pump-gas-friendly 9. Additional components are required, including a
high-pressure fuel pump and front-end accessory drive system. GM Crate Engine Warranty.
Installation Instructions PDF. Dyno Chart PDF. Products to Compare max of 3 X. Add to Cart. In
Stock. Flat Rate Shipping. Store Pickup Availability X. Lincoln, NE -. Select your vehicle to verify
fitment. Select a vehicle to verify fitment. Select Vehicle. Part Add to Buildlist. Click to Login. Its
unique intake manifold and plenum is 9. Crate Engine Type:. Deluxe Crate Engine. Engine
Displacement:. Compression Ratio:. Maximum RPM:. Camshaft Type:. Hydraulic Roller Tappet.
Cylinder Head Material:. Cast Iron. Piston Material:. Hypereutectic Aluminum. Crankshaft
Material:. Camshaft Duration. Camshaft Lift in :. Carburetor Included:. Connecting Rod Material:.
Powdered Metal. Valve Covers Included:. Cylinder Heads Included:. Rear Main Seal Style:.
Throttle Body Included:. Oil Pan Included:. Timing Cover Included:. Water Pump Included:.
Harmonic Balancer Included:. Flywheel Included:. Spark Plug Wires Included:. Camshaft
Included:. Rocker Arm Ratio:. Internally Balanced:. Part :. Sold in Quantity:. Related Products.
BluePrint Budget Crate Engine. More Like This. View All Crate Engines. Write a Review. This
engine swap was the perfect fit for our week to wicked project. What's in a BluePrint Crate
Engine? There are a lot of options out there when you're ready for a replacement performance
crate engine. But if you compare the competition to BluePrint Engines, you'll find the value is
hard to beat. In this Tech Tip, a customer asked for some recommendations on water pumps for
his Chevy Coupe build. Learn how to identfy motors for your LS Swap. In this guide we cover
generation 4 small block engines and some of the cheaper options for more power. Chevelle to
a BluePrint Crate Engine. In this project, you will see how Jeff repaints a garage sale BluePrint
crate engine and learn the importance of preparing the engine for a successful restoration.
Trying to decide which power plant to use in your latest project? Here's a quick guide of
modern V8 engines for hot rodders to consider. You May Also Like. When it comes to research,
engineering, and design, few aftermarket companies can match the resources of an OE
manufacturer, especially General Motors. When the General wants to, it can really put on a show
by dipping into its enviable parts bin and combining tried-and-true components into a kick-ass
package. A case in point is GM Performance Parts Ramjet crate enginethe first turnkey
electronically fuel injected crate engine available from a Big Three performance division. The
Ramjet has been on the market for a couple of years now. Since then, Scoggin-Dickeys Nicky
Fowler says Ramjets have been flying off the shelves and into the engine bays of everything
from street rods to classic pickups to musclecars. With a rated output of hp at 5, rpm and lb-ft at
3, rpm, it may not be the rowdiest, highest-revving, street stomper you can imagine, but itll
move even our 4,pound 65 Biscayne along at a steady clip. It also starts, idles, and runs like
youd expect a factory engine to perform, which is nice in everyday L. Installing the Ramjet is as
simple as swapping any other Gen-II one-piece rear-mainseal small-block into a GM car.
Headers, motor mounts, and most other accessories from a traditional first-gen small-block will
bolt right up. The Ramjet is shipped with a flywheel that accepts up to an inch clutch, which is
exactly what we were running, so that part of the swap was a breeze. If you intend to run an
automatic, youll need a flexplate designed to work with the and-later one-piece main-seal style
crankshaft. Our motor mounts and headers also bolted right up, so we had the engine swapped
into the car in a few hours after yanking the old small-block. The rear-sump oil pan that comes
on the engine is designed for truck and marine usage, but easily cleared our Biscaynes
crossmember. Neither of these pans will fit Novas, however, which may require a custom oil
pan. We did run into one odd problem, however, when we tried to swap our short water pump in
place of the long- style pump that comes with the engine. Late-model Gen-II small-blocks use an
O-ringed composite plastic timing chain cover that is attached to the block with shouldered
bolts. One of the bolts interfered with the casting body of the pump, preventing it from bolting
down against the block. We had to file the head of the bolt down quite a bit and grind a minor
clearance into the pump itself to make it fit. This is a problem that applies to any small-block
using the plastic cover, but is not an issue for any and-later long-waterpump application. Other
than that, all our existing brackets and pulleys bolted on and lined up. The Ramjet instructions
recommend adapting the in-tank electric fuel pump for a Vortec truck or an LT1 Camaro or
Firebird. Thats a great idea, except neither of those gas tanks will bolt in to a 65 Impala, or
probably any other musclecar for that matter. There are several good options for building an
EFI-compatible fuel system, some of which are discussed in other articles in this issue.

Basically, what you need is a system that provides some sort of sump or internal baffle inside
the tank so the fuel pickup doesnt become easily uncovered when the fuel level is low. You also
need a way to return the fuel thats bypassed by the regulator back into the tank. Then you
simply plumb the lines for supply and return. For the Ramjet, we chose what we believe to be
the simplest and least expensive option: installing a sump in the stock tank and running an
external electric fuel pump. This was appealing in part because the Biscaynes original tank had
no less than seven puncture repairs and still leaked like a sieve, so it needed to be replaced
anyway. We ordered a new replacement tank from Classic Industries and sent it off to
Aeromotive to have a baffled sump installed. When it returned, we took it to a local welder to
have an AN bung welded in for the return line. Bolting it into the car took about three minutes.
To supply fuel to the engine, we enlisted Aeromotives PN EFI inline electric fuel pump, which is
capable of supplying up to a hp engine. This is far in excess of the minimum 35 gph at psi
required by the Ramjet to operate, but overkill is usually a good thing in an electric fuel pump as
long as it is still capable of running in continuous duty on the street. Dirt and grit is a major
cause of malfunction in electric fuel pumps and injectors, so per the companys
recommendation, we ran a course micron filter on the inlet side and a fine micron filter on the
outlet. We plumbed the rest of the fuel system with braided stainless hose and fittings from
Goodridge. Wiring the Ramjet engine controller harness is simple. Only four wires need to be
hooked up: A power lead to Battery positive, which we wired with an inline amp fuse to protect
the circuit; a volt keyed ignition source run from the fuse box or ignition switch; fuel pump
power; and fuel pump ground. A tachometer lead is supplied if the car is equipped with one.
Additionally, the harness itself must be grounded to the back of the cylinder head. The harness
has built-in ignition and fuel-pump relays that can be mounted out of the way on the firewall.
After a few minutes cranking to prime the electric fuel pump, the Ramjet fired right up and
purred like a kitten. There was just one problemit wouldnt shut off when we switched the key
off! See the It Keep Running sidebar for an explanation and the easy cent solution to this
puzzling problem. Converting to electronic fuel injection can be a daunting proposition for a
first-timer unsure of the intricacies of this newfangled technology. With its supplied computer
and wiring harness, the Ramjet is a true turnkey, plug-and-play EFI crate engine. It fired up and
ran flawlessly right out of the box with no tuning required. However, the Ramjets computer
control, developed for use in boats, is a completely sealed unit, and its not easily
reprogrammable. This means you cant go in and change the cam or heads or add nitrous or a
blower and reprogram the fuel and spark curves. The Ramjet is what it is and thats that, which
is a great crate package for anyone who wants the convenience and drivability of EFI without
major cost and hassle. Close Ad. Matthew King writer. Share on Facebook Share on Twitter.
Superchargers, turbochargers, alternate fuel, electric-assisted engines, and even fuel injection
all has its roots either before or during World War II. Believe it or not, the wheels got moving on
the development of functioning fuel injection as far back as with Edward Butler, as well as E.
Pennington, who held a patent for a motorcycle system in After the war, most aircraft industries
abandoned fuel injection and turned towards jet engines, while auto manufacturers retooled
from making tanks, planes, and weaponry, back to automobiles. Fuel injection seemed to be a
distant thought until , when an Offenhauser-equipped race car entered Indy. While Bosch was
working with Mercedes, Chevrolet was hard at work on a fuel injection system of their own.
Curtice, Harley J. Earl, Edward N. The plunger connected to the fuel metering system which
mechanically dispensed fuel to the cylinders through individual distribution tubes. While touted
as mechanical injection, the Ramjet was mainly vacuum operated. As the appropriate vacuum
signals are created in the throttle body by running the air through a venturi , the vacuum signal
corresponds mathematically to the flow of air entering the engine. This carefully calculated
vacuum signal activates the diaphragms in the fuel meter, which in turn activates the movable
pivot and lever assembly, moving the spill plunger. This allows the mathematically calculated
amount of fuel to reach the injectors. Making horsepower from a cubic-inch small block, the
lightweight domestic roadster impressed those willing to put their foot into it. The Beach Boys
sang about their fuel injected Stingray in a handful of songs and drag strips welcomed the
fiberglass bodied exotic sports cars. Beaten to the punch but not to be outdone, Chrysler
teamed with Bendix to make the Electrojector fuel injection systems for their model year
Chrysler D, Dodge D, and DeSoto Adventurer automobiles. The multi-point system featured dual
two-barrel throttle bodies was made available as an option on Chrysler products using both
HEMI and Wedge engines. One was a resistance box and the other an electronic modulator, and
both used early transistors along with old style resistors and capacitors. Bordering on science
fiction technology to American mechanics, the Chevrolet system looked almost archaic in
comparison. The system was surprisingly â€” and thankfully â€” simple but still struggled with
the woes of dated technology. Comprised of a single throttle body, eight fuel injectors mated to

dual fuel rails pumping fuel into an intake manifold, a crude analog computer and an array of
sensors, the new system was a joint effort between GM, Bendix, and Bosch. It took a few years
later in when the first digitally-controlled system was introduced for Cadillac. Build your own
custom newsletter with the content you love from Chevy Hardcore, directly to your inbox,
absolutely FREE! We will safeguard your e-mail and only send content you request. We'll send
you the most interesting Chevy Hardcore articles, news, car features, and videos every week.
We promise not to use your email address for anything but exclusive updates from the Power
Automedia Network. About Us Sponsors Advertising. News All News New Products. What is Pro
Touring? This shuts off the spill port, raising injection pressure and enriches the mixture. This
opens the spill port, bleeding off injector pressure and leaning out the mixture. At idle, the air
meter vacuum signal is very weak. This allows the control diaphragm to drop, consequently
opening the spill port all the way, sending most of the fuel back into the float bowl. Latest News.
Dyno Testing. More Stories. Hardcore Chevys in your Inbox. Subscribe Now. We think you
might like No thanks. Drag Racing. Engine Tech. Nov 23, 1. Messages: 2, Likes Received: Nov
23, 2. Messages: 5, Likes Received: Port injection is better than throttle body, hands down. So I
would keep the port injection hardware and upgrade the computer control. I spent the extra
cash to go port rather than tbi. Nov 24, 3. Messages: 1, Likes Received: What are looking to do?
FiTech, Holley and Edelbrock have ones for around just check options because some require
more money for additional features. If you want perforomance nothing beats port injected, I am
making hp with Edelman Proflo 1 and still finding power plus I have smooth idling, easier starts
and better economy. Nov 24, 4. I'm just looking to get the ramjet to run right My main goal is
drivability and reliability I agree with woody on the port injection, good point So far all signs
point to ez efi. Nov 24, 5. I don't have a RAM Jet but do you have diagnostics? You could have a
bad injector, vacuum leak, bad hall effect sensor, you should be able to pull the trouble codes.
The setup you have is very rudimentary Nov 24, 6. So far diagnostic shows no codes. Nov 25, 7.
Does your engine have a 9th injector? Some of the older EFI setup had that for enrichment Also,
I would check the TPI setting to make sure it is calibrated correctly. Nov 25, 8. I don't think
there's a 9th injector But I'll double check how can I make sure it's calibrated correctly? That's
something else I'll check on since it sat for a while I also heard the distributor on these things
as bad anybody heard about those or anything on the distributor? Nov 27, 9. I have to do the
same on my ProFlo and never drive while in Timing mode. Check page 9 it tells you what PSI
you need to run to keep the fuel pressure up and at what point you need to keep the flow at
depending on the throttle. Nov 27, Messages: Likes Received: 6. I do own a ski boat with a
Mercruiser Black Scorpion same engine with a slightly different intake? Nearly hours and it has
been the model of reliability. You have other options. I have a '99 Vortec with a StealthRam
intake in my '72 Suburban. I'm running a Microsquirt for a controller. No issues other than
making sure the sub systems are working properly before trying to fix a drivabilty concern in
software. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page
Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account
now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? When it was introduced in the Ram Jet ,
from GM Performance Parts, was hailed as the best crate engine to hit the market. It was the
first production crate engine to be offered with plug-and-play fuel injection and hp and lb-ft of
torque right out of the box. The only downside to the early Ram Jet was the open-loop-only
engine controller, the MEFI 3 multipoint electronic fuel injection, version 3. It seems that the
brain of the system had some limitations. GM Performance Parts addressed these issues
around The unit is a true open-loop system. Just like your fuel-injected truck or car, the unit
starts up in open loop and, after warm-up, switches to closed loop. With a closed-loop EFI
system the computer constantly takes in input from several sensors, including the O2 sensor.
This kit consists of a MEFI 4 controller, a wire harness, an intake air temp sensor, and a heated
oxygen sensor with mounting bung. This bung must be welded into the exhaust pipe, and the
air temp sensor goes into the intake tube or manifold plenum. Placement is best done in the
first few feet of the exhaust pipe after the manifold. Jeff Abbott of Painless Performance points
out that the Ram Jet MEFI 4 uses a narrow-band oxygen sensor and adjusts all injectors the
same regardless of which bank the sensor is placed in. Most of the wires are in different places,
and the MEFI 4 has a host of new ones. This means that your old harness and controller is not a
backup option. MEFI 3 controllers are no longer made, so availability is limited. Installation of
the MEFI 4 harness is actually quite simple. Most of the connections are the same as your
original ones. There are several new connections that need to be made, but these are simple.
You should be able to make the conversion in a weekend: one day to remove the old harness,
weld in the oxygen sensor bung, and locate the air intake sensor mounting point, and one more
day to install the new harness and MEFI 4 controller. One thing is for sure. The engine produces
hp and lb-ft or torque out of the box. This is partially due to the smooth operation of the EFI in

off-camber situations and at any altitude. The Ram Jet has been a popular engine for Jeep, Land
Cruiser, and other motor conversion projects since its introduction in This small-block Chevy
was the first production EFI crate motor with a plug-and-play harness and computer included.
This sensor allows the controller to sense the fuel mixture and adjust it on the fly. This prevents
the engine from running too rich or lean, improving performance, increasing fuel economy, and
extending engine life. On the Ram Jet the sensor is mounted into the intake manifold air
plenum. The two MEFI controllers look the same. The only way to tell the difference is by the
part number on the sticker on the back. The old MEFI 3 harness just had a short wire that you
had to extend to the battery. This MEFI 3 plug set has open connector points. The MEFI 4 plug
set uses all of the connector points. This is not the only difference. Comparing the MEFI 3 and 4,
most of the connections points are used for different feeds. These wires are marked with
different ground locations to attach them to. The extra and different ground locations allow the
new controller to gather and possess more data and to process all data more accurately. A
serpentine belt system is more efficient, and the belts last longer than older V-belts. PN has
everything you need to convert a vehicle without air conditioning. Open Loop VS. It then adjusts
the AFR as close as possible, using the limited fuel map program it contains. With a closed-loop
system, the computer constantly monitors input from several sensors. These include one or
more O2 sensors, an intake or manifold air temperature sensor, and others. It samples more
data more often, and constantly makes adjustments to the AFR, timing, and other factors. The
fuel curve and timing can be adjusted over a much wider band than with an open-loop setup.
This period is as follows: From startup to the end of the first hour, engine speed is limited to 4,
rpm. For the second hour the limit is 4, The third hour is limited to 5, When converting to a MEFI
4, your older engine will be limited during this break-in period even though it is already broken
in. Sit back for a few hours of easy driving and then enjoy the new power of your MEFI 4
upgrade. Improving the Breed The Ram Jet is a true plug-and-play, fuel-injected crate motor.
This resulted in an engine that ran rich, underperformed, and made your eyes water at idle. The
new engines come with a MEFI 4 controller, which allows the engine to operate in a more
efficient closed loop. These controllers utilize a wideband O2 sensor and are great for those
who are not running a Ram Jet engine. They also offer calibration tools and programming
software for the MEFI controllers. Contact them if you are a DIY type and want to do some fine
tuning. Close Ad. Forums Photos Industry Videos. Trent Riddle Photographer, Writer. Share on
Facebook Share on Twitter. The Ram Jet blends the legendary torque and performance of the
Big-Block with a modern port fuel injection system and tunnel ram-style high-rise intake
manifold. Supporting the unique induction system is a robust bottom end with an all-forged
rotating assembly and a smooth hydraulic roller camshaft. The heads are high-flow aluminum
oval-port parts from Chevrolet Performance. Installation Instructions PDF. Warranty PDF.
Products to Compare max of 3 X. Add to Cart. Store Pickup Availability X. Lincoln, NE -. Select
your vehicle to verify fitment. Select a vehicle to verify fitment. Select Vehicle. Part Add to
Buildlist. Click to Login. Crate Engine Type:. Turn-Key Crate Engine. Engine Displacement:.
Compression Ratio:. Maximum RPM:. Camshaft Type:. Hydraulic Roller Tappet. Cylinder Head
Material:. Piston Material:. Forged Aluminum. Crankshaft Material:. Forged Steel. Camshaft
Duration. Camshaft Lift in :. Bore x Stroke in :. Distributor Included:. Connecting Rod Material:.
Engine Balance:. Cylinder Heads Included:. Throttle Body Included:. Water Pump Included:.
Harmonic Balancer Included:. Flexplate Included:. Camshaft Included:. Cylinder Heads:. Rocker
Arm Ratio:. Cast iron with 4 bolt main caps. Part :. Info The Ram Jet blends the legendary torque
and performance of the Big-Block with a modern port fuel injection system and tunnel ram-style
high-rise intake manifold. Chevy Big-Block V8 engine displacement 4. Important Messages This
product is discontinued. Related Products. More Like This. View All Crate Engines. Write a
Review. This engine swap was the perfect fit for our week to wicked project. What's in a
BluePrint Crate Engine? There are a lot of options out there when you're ready for a
replacement performance crate engine. But if you compare the competition to BluePrint
Engines, you'll find the value is hard to beat. In this Tech Tip, a customer asked for some
recommendations on water pumps for his Chevy Coupe build. Learn how to identfy motors for
your LS Swap. In this guide we cover generation 4 small block engines and some of the cheaper
options for more power. Chevelle to a BluePrint Crate Engine. In this project, you will see how
Jeff repaints a garage sale BluePrint crate engine and learn the importance of preparing the
engine for a successful restoration. Trying to decide which power plant to use in your latest
project? Here's a quick guide of modern V8 engines for hot rodders to consider. You May Also
Like. Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media.
Russia- Land-Cruiser. Calendar New events. Resources Latest reviews Search resources. Log in
Register. Search titles only. Word Count:. New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app.
Change style. Contact us. Close Menu. JavaScript is disabled. For a better experience, please

enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It
may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative
browser. Chevy Ram Jet Project. Thread starter stringtwelve Start date Apr 13, Watchers Well
after a lot of research and financial wrangling I've decided to pull the trigger on the Ram Jet I'm
starting this thread to document the process and get feedback on my selected components.
Here is what we're starting with: This tired from the late 70's era already has the Mark's adapter
in place for mating with the H55F 5 speed. Do some searching on the fans before pulling the
trigger. I ended up running a big clutch fan for simplicities sake. You may want to look at
radiators too, a 19x26 will fit with FJ60 ps if you make your own bracket. I ran seperate power to
a marine style fuse block to seperate the ECU and motor electronics from the old cruiser wiring.
Mske sure the fuel pump is easy to get to and as close to the tank as feasible. Do you already
have the H55 installed? Bret, I think I will go with the clutch fan since I seem to have plenty of
room with the current configuration. GOLD Star. Nice choice. I have one in my shop now going
into an FJ40, with a R4 behind it. All good points by Bret. Separate wiring and fusing makes
trouble shooting a lot easier. The 19X26 aluminum radiators fit nicely, and you can even
shoe-horn a 19X28 in there if you feel like it. If you are buying things separately, make sure you
tell the Summit boys you are getting the serpentine set up because the crate engines come
normally with standard rotation water pumps. The serpentine set up uses reverse rotation water
pumps. I was going your route but decided on just getting a low mile vortec motor instead. I got
a 30k LC9 vortec all aluminum with a 4L60e trans with all accessories serpentine belt for 4
grand shipped. Just adding an option out there. Nothing to add really except that youre gonna
love that ram jet. Have one in my 60 and couldnt imagine anything else in it.. Stupid question
Also, I'm having a tough time finding any good threads on mechanical fans and their clutches I
would look for an OEM application for your basic block configuration i. Hayden has some info
on their website that may get you moving in the right direction. I'm getting real close to placing
my order I hear some people are running low profile pressure plates for the added throw, is my
clutch selection ok or should I find something low profile? What type of fuel line should I use for
the high pressure EFI system? There seems to be a ton of choices out there. And, if anyone has
a summit racing coupon they'd like to go to good use I'd appreciate it! Good gosh darn luck
with your project. Looking forward to this one! Got the old one yanked out today. Here's a few
progress pics:. Can someone confirm this flywheel ID for me? I'm assuming it's part of the
Marks 4WD adapter kit. I'm trying to figure out if I should have this resurfaced and balanced or
find a new replacement. There doesn't seem to be much material left to remove from the contact
surface to the flush surface of the pressure plate mounting area. Well, I think I just answered my
own question The old is a pre with a 3. And now I find that my new Ram Jet is the 3. So much for
plug and play! Back to the drawing board. Well it's been an interesting start to this project. My
oversight on the adapter and its massive flywheel was a big setback but I think I've got it
worked out. Apparently someone bought it and went another route. I was also able to source a
transmission bellhousing on eBay since the new adapter requires it to be installed. I've been
runni
engine transmission diagram
hyperikon wiring diagram
vw beetle wiper relay location
ng a centreforce dual friction clutch the same as you listed above for the past 3 years its been
one of the strongest reliable clutches I've ever owned, I took it out to the clutch guy today and
its still in pretty good condition considering all the abuse and submerging in mud its been
subjected to, I'd recommend them to anyone. You must log in or register to reply here. Similar
threads D. Replies 7 Views 1K. Feb 23, bikersmurf. ECM options for Ram Jet in a Replies 3
Views Oct 17, jim land. OM or small block in fj Replies 16 Views 1K. May 1, SnodawgFJ
Currently a tired 5. Replies 7 Views Aug 15, pjohnson. Another Clutch Problem Thread. Chevy to
3 speed. Replies 16 Views 2K. Jul 9, shelfboy1. Users who are viewing this thread. Log in Your
username or email address. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your
experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are
consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. Top Bottom.

